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and heartfelt.
Jamie McCall,
Senior Marketing Director, NIKE

Think back to when you were five years of
age and your teacher handed you a reading
book that you had read the year before.
How did it make you feel? Well, as an ex-primary school
teacher I’ll tell you how it made the children feel the first
time I made this mistake - furious, absolutely furious.
Of course at five years of age we want nothing more
than to be moved up a reading level. We want nothing
more than for all of our class mates to see, hear and to
acknowledge that we’ve been moved up a reading level.
And of course the thing we want more than that is to be
able to go home and tell our parents that we have been
moved up a reading level. Another thing that always
amazed me as a primary school teacher was when all
the pupils were doing their work and I was doing mine,
all of a sudden a queue of pupils forms at my table,
books open, smiling and proudly telling me they’ve
finished and asking the question… what’s next?
Throughout nursery and primary school, children
always have an absolute need, want and desire to learn,
to prove themselves and to embrace the next challenge.
They’re ready and often encouraged to take on the world,
to be the best they can be, to dream and to think big.
Often they are told “you can be whatever you want to be
in life.” They have an extraordinary desire to succeed.

Then they grow up…
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It’s frightening…
Gavin Oattes,
Managing Director

About us...
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to reinvigorate the in
siness that
learning, to build a bu
ws of
would challenge the vie
l speaking and
traditional motivationa
bring about
training. Our plan is to
ening and
an entertaining, enlight
educational revolution.
At TOK we passionately believe in the tangible benefits

“TOK could not come highly recomm
ended
enough from the planning to delivery
through
to review of the programme’s succes
s we
have been delighted with
their client centric approach and of
course it has been great fun!!”
Christopher Hogsden,
Learning and Development Officer,
Blackwood Housing Association

that first class motivational speaking, team building

Through humour, encouragement and inspiration we can
improve the present and help shape a better future for all.
Tree of Knowledge has partners with organisations all
over the world that are hungry for success and happiness.
Our style is thought provoking and passionate. But most
importantly, we make a difference.

…
OUR VISION IS SIMPLE
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Learning
To always...
explore new ideas and possibilities. To continuously
challenge the way people think, based on cutting
edge science and psychology.

Innovation

To always...
find new ways
of doing somet
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To be fresh. Th
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To always...

businesses prosper when their people are happy, engaged
fulfil their dreams when feeling confident and empowered.

Values
Excellence

and leadership workshops can bring. We believe that
and motivated. We believe that people are more likely to

Our

be excelling and going above
and beyond our customers’
expectations. A continuous goal
to which we will always strive for.

Passion
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Our Speakers
Speaker, comedian, writer, teacher, published author and
lover of all things glam rock. My ambition in life has always been
to get up on stage, inspire, motivate, make people laugh and challenge
them to think about life in the most weird and wonderful way.

Gavin

Why do you love what you do?
Every day with Tree of Knowledge, no matter where I’m working I find myself
in a situation where I can make a positive difference.

Oattes

Tell us more...
There are people out there who don’t like their jobs. Imagine that! Every day waking up
dreading the day ahead. Well, it’s not on. Get out of bed, put a smile on your face and go kick
some ass. You never know, you might just love it.
Favourite quote?
“Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it.” Roald Dahl
Final thought?
Always rock the boat and always say boo to a goose.
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Gavin’s first ever book will be rele
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e in all good bookshops, SHINE is
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around, it’s time to wake up. We
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Why do you love what you do?
help them
I love having the opportunity to work with a wide range of people and
to recognise how much control they have over their lives.
Tell us more...
interventions
By introducing people to a range of positive psychology theories and
want.
I get to help people empower themselves to chase the future they
job?!
le
Who could ask for a more fulfilling and enjoyab
Favourite quote?
“Triangle sandwiches taste better than square ones.”
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Final thought?
Change is inevitable. The direction is controllable.
Starting is the hardest step.
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Tony

McNicoll
Specialities:

Leadership, Engagement, Psychology, Work
Keynotes, Facilitation and Conferences

r of three, part-time strongman
Speaker, presenter, gymnastics coach, fathe
font of useful information on
and full-time ukulele owner, Tony is also a
ated by everything that
almost any near-useless subject. Tony is fascin
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Why do you love what you do?
Who wouldn’t love getting the chan
ce every day to see people start the
journey to making a real positive
difference in their work and life?
Tell us more...
Our minds have huge potential to
focus and create - just not always
on
what we want! I have the amazing
opportunity to help people take time
to consider how they think and act
then get back and smash their goa
ls.
Favourite quote?
“I’m taking care of my procrastinat
ion issues, just you wait and see…
”
Unknown
Final thought?
Making a difference isn’t complica
ted, it’s simple. Sticking to your plan
isn’t easy, it’s difficult. It’s as sim
ple and as difficult as deciding to
act,
taking the first step, then the next
then the next...
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Stuart

Specialities:
Engagement, Teamwork, Workshops,
Keynotes, Facilitation and Conferences

Fenwick

With a lot of experience in sport and physical
activity, Stuart encourages an internal
competition to inspire people to constantly
better themselves. An expert in all things fun,
Stuart believes that energy and enthusiasm
are natural human habits that we need to
rd
re-engage with. It is of great personal rewa
to Stuart that he gets to try and encourage

Stuart completely energised
our quarterly strategy
day. His session was extrem
ely thought provoking
and everyone took away som
e very useful tools.
They also felt FANTASTIC!
Fraser Crerar, Head of HR
Aberdeen International Airpor
t

this

each and every day.

Why do you love what you do?

To give people the opportunity to
shape and influence their own lives
,
whilst keeping in touch with their
personal values
Tell us more...
Ask yourself what you want to do.
Then ask yourself what you really
want to do. Having asked myself
the same thing, the opportunity to
try
and answer that question for som
e people is incredibly rewarding;
dare I say a dream come true?
Favourite quote?
“Keep your chin up, someday ther
e will be happiness again.
You’ll see.” Robin Hood (The Disn
ey fox version)
Final thought?
How good is the feeling of a fresh
pair of socks?
Seriously.
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Not one of our speakers has won a medal in the

Olympics. Not one has climbed a mountain and no one

in our company has had to overcome any major adversity
in life but they are some of the most natural, gifted and

entertaining speakers around. Our unique team of speakers will take your audience on the most wonderful journey of
laughter and learning while engaging, challenging and inspiring them from beginning to end. Drawing from real life
experiences our speakers create presentations that everyone can relate to. From warm-up sessions to mini workshops
and keynote speeches to hosting our ‘Entertaining, Enlightening and Educating’ approach provides a fantastic
experience that is memorable and one which delivers sustainable learning outcomes. We are proud of the fact that
organisations all over the world use TOK services year after year and continue to offer first class feedback.
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World-class conference keynote speakers are very rare. Awful
keynote speakers are unfortunately very common and dreaded
by conference participants everywhere.
A great keynote speaker can entertain, enlighten and educate.
They create a buzz, bring hope and can boost conference morale.
At TOK our speakers grab onto the opportunity to take their
audience on an intellectual and emotional journey, propelling
them to a new place, position, or outlook. People only take
action because of other people, and a keynote speaker has the
opportunity to do exactly that. Our speakers know exactly how to
make the most of this situation.
You may not remember everything our speakers say but you’ll
remember exactly how they made you feel.
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It’s no secret that a fun, motivated,
collaborative and stress free workforce
is good for the bottom line and that’s why
we work with businesses to help them get
the best out of their people.
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Fun@Work
WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
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Learning Outcomes
Understanding of a positive mindset and its benefits
Build confidence and self-belief
Identify and cope with different types of stresses
Recognition of your own responsibility and impact on work environment
Explore the importance of work environments that promote a positive and fun ethos while producing great results
The benefits of fun and laughter in the workplace
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“Tree of Knowledge always deliver
very
engaging, fun and inspirational session
s which
provide excellent learning and food
for
thought for everyone! Truly profes
sional,
energising and incredibly motivating!”
Sue Sloan, Organisational
Development, NHS Lothian
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WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
Watching delegates
define what makes a high
performing team and then
rate themselves based on
their own criteria is eyeopening. Then through a

Delegates get to meet their inner

Our brains are busy places full of stuff. Some of it matters, some of

range of seemingly random
challenges they get to uncover

it doesn’t. Some of it winds us up, some of it takes up all our mental

how good they really are and

hilarious finding out all the little

space. This course helps delegates to identify the important from the

recognise how awesome they

unimportant, and shows them how to regulate their emotions to help them

have the potential to be!

WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
chimp during this workshop. It is

things

that wind them up, but even more

amazing than that is finding out wha

individuals truly value.

t

focus on the important stuff. Emotional intelligence is a fundamental skill
for all employees in all businesses. It is what sets star performers apart
from the rest of the pack.
If we aren’t contributing to the emotional, physical and psychological

Learning Outcomes
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Learning Outcomes

health and wellbeing of our team we are unlikely to achieve

Understanding of the role that incredible ambition, clear focus and high
expectations play in creating high performing teams

transformation.

Understand why some teams continue to be the best at what they do
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Understand the importance of being both focused on the job in hand whilst
building the “social glue” of the team
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WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
This course really gets beyond the

nonsense and under the skin of the
business. People quickly start to
realise
the effort they need to put in to get
them where they want to be, and
how to
take their whole team with them.
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WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
Absolutely everything in business

is underpinned by either great

communication or poor commun
ication.
People need guidance to know whe
re
they are headed, without it they tend
to
just do it their own way. Understand
ing
the basics of communication to help
influence behaviour is important,
but
understanding WHY getting the basi
cs
right is crucial is even more importa
nt.
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Learning Outcomes
To become more persuasive when dealing with people inside and outside your organisation
Understand how simple listening techniques can help build sustainable relationships
Leading and influencing people, the language and techniques required
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Fantastic, the course opened my min
d to the
possibilities of the possible. TOK has
a tremendous
style that makes and puts fun and
its benefits back
to its rightful place at the front of you
r mind.
Colin Neil, Former Senior Executive,
Diageo

Understand the impact of body language and tone and how to use these effectively
Understand how you impact others and learn how to do so in the most effective and positive way
Understand how human belief systems cause you and others to adopt certain mind-sets and behaviours in
particular situations
Learn how to maneuver your mindset and that of
others towards achieving a positive result

“Imagine who you could
become if you got over
your excuses.” Anon

Presentation

To do:
Stuff
Be awesome

Masterclass
SYNOPSIS

WHAT OUR SPEAKERS SAY…
By 4pm, the transformation

in the delegates from 9am

is amazing. You get to watch
people come out of their

shell and achieve things they

never thought they were

capable of. It’s really informal

and relaxed and I think that’s

why it works so well.

TOK is renowned for its unique and
exciting speakers. Confident presenting is
an essential business skill. Whether you’re
delivering a client presentation or speaking
internally, presentation skills are crucial –
yet many people have a real fear of public
speaking. You can feel self-conscious, often
showing this in your body language or a
wavering voice. Let us share our secrets and
experience with you. This highly practical
presentation skills training will help you
develop confidence, give you some great
personal tips and show you how to come
across clearly and with enthusiasm.

The Presentation
eful
Masterclass is both us
d
an
and fun. Gavin’s open
s
engaging style provide
a fantastic template
for presenters to work
from - he put all of the
d
participants at ease an
nt
gave us some excelle
g
techniques for managin
nerves and stress.
Bob Keiller,
Businessperson
and Entrepreneur

Learning Outcomes

elieve
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Roald Dahl

You Decide,

We Provide

Over the years we have realised that
many organisations face similar challenges
and for this reason we have developed an
exciting workshop menu.
Our dedicated Business Development Manager will work closely
with you to obtain a clear understanding of your specific outcomes
and objectives to ensure that the session our speaker delivers for
you not only meets but exceeds your expectations.
We have a great selection of ‘off the shelf’ workshops covering
a variety of current and relevant themes and we also have a
bank of additional themes and activities that we draw from
when creating and designing bespoke sessions; such as

Develop your personal pathway to being a competent and engaging public speaker, in any situation

Values Creation, Customer Service, Stress Management,

Getting off to a good start: first impressions

Time Management and Mindfulness.

Posture, body language and movement

In addition to this our speakers are passionate about learning

Essential steps of preparation

and love the opportunity to research and develop new content.

Learn how to be yourself when presenting and still get your message across

So, should you be looking for something really different then

Understand the importance of planning, preparation and presentation

we’re definitely up to the challenge.

Understand how to use humour effectively

owledge at a CIPD
We first saw Tree of Kn
d knew immediately
event in Manchester an
we wanted to work
they were a company
arged with running a
with. I was recently ch
p
mme across our grou
culture change progra
thing that would
and wanted to do some
diness and give us
inspire my team in rea
which to approach the
some fresh ideas with
TOK about running a
session. I approached
e event for my team
‘Train the Trainer’ typ
naged to get something
and thankfully we ma
s is not part of their
sorted, even though thi
came in and spent
standard offering. Gavin
was an excellent
the day with us and it
with an inspired and
session – we left there
etful of ideas and the
motivated team, a buck
pefully be a brilliant
makings of what will ho
s! I look forward to
session for our busines
in the future.
working with TOK again
Stuart Applewhite,
, LDF
Head of HR & Training

Leadership and

Engagement Programs

Leadership and Engagement are difficult concepts to define, yet great leadership and excellent
staff engagement are more critical than ever before. Developing inspiring leaders and increasing
employee engagement are key to becoming high performing organisations. This requires
challenging attitudes and behaviours which characterise and relate to humanity, creating
opportunities for people to be left feeling inspired, empowered and ready to flourish! Our bespoke
leadership and engagement programs are designed to help you do just that!

Why are our Programs so
Awesome?

Designed in collaboration with you,
TOK strives to create
bespoke programs that perfectly
fit the needs of your
organisation. Based on a multitud
e of themes including
Motivation, Change Management,
Resilience, Leadership,
Empowerment, Engagement, Com
munication and
Appreciative Inquiry, we can devi
se a program to fit the
needs of individual clients, for all
levels of staff.

What can the Programs Include?

From motivational workshops for
all, to targeted skills
development, consultation, positive
psychology coaching,
facilitation and action learning sets
, we will find the perfect
combination to meet the needs of
your staff!

So what makes us awesome? The
se programs are highly
engaging, thought provoking, sust
ainable, and practically
applicable and unlike any other lead
ership program you
have ever experienced!

Tree of Know
ledge were ab
solutely the B
to develop ou
EST FIT
r team in line
with our missi
be the BEST”
on “To
From the mom
ent I met them
they were un
ique in there
I knew
approach to le
and team deve
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lopment They
were differen
get us!! We lo
t!!! They
ve having them
around SEC,
impact has go
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ne beyond ou
r expectations
will be with us
They
for many year
s to come.
Gayle Shephe
rd, Director of
People
and Technology
, SEC

TOK to help us
Blackwood worked with
ment across
in promoting staff engage
enthusiasm,
our business. With their
workshops
knowledge and fantastic
atly heighten
we have been able to gre
nt is not
awareness that engageme
ing that
a one off event but someth
m everyone
fro
ut
continually requires inp
look forward to
in the organisation. We
k to the future.
developing this as we loo
arning and
Christopher Hogsden, Le
ckwood Housing
Development Officer, Bla
Association

Consultation and Facilitation

We work with a wide range of orga
nisations to help facilitate change
and engagement strategies. Usin
g a range of tools from the realm
of
positive psychology coaching and
appreciative inquiry, we encourag
e
delegates to explore both positive
and negative aspects of events
or challenges, focusing on solution
s, while maintaining a calm and
relaxed atmosphere.

Action Learning Sets

Working with groups of between
5-7 staff, we facilitate action lear
ning sets
designed to help staff at all levels
tackle live business issues. Action
Learning
Sets are structured to give everyone
“air time” about their individual chal
lenges.
During a participant’s “air time”
other members of the set attentive
ly listen to
the participant presenting the issu
e and will ask questions to help them
better
understand and begin to resolve
the issue themselves. Set meeting
s are not
about solving a problem for someon
e else, but helping them resolve
the issue
themselves through effective que
stioning, reflection and if appropr
iate the
suggestion of options. These are
a great way of building relationship
s across
teams and sharing best practice
in a safe and supportive environm
ent.

extremely privileged
We at British Gas feel
e of Knowledge as
to have worked with Tre
ership development
part of our recent Lead
offer the guys provide
program. The learning
seminars and
is so refreshing and the
ssions vibrant, thought
associated learning se
ble and in my opinion
provoking, fun, sustaina
e of Knowledge are a
ahead of the curve. Tre
nt function looking to
must for any developme
d
minds of its people an
engage the heart and
nuing an extremely
we look forward to conti
fruitful partnership.
Learning &
Eugene Taylor, Former
Gas
Talent Manager, British

1:1 Coaching

We are delighted to introduce this
fresh and
unique approach to professional
coaching.
Focusing on what has been and is
working,
appreciative inquiry is designed to
capitalise on
an individual, group, or organisation
’s strengths
– generating positive changes in
performance,
professional development, and orga
nisational
leadership. It is a way of bringing
about change
that shares leadership and learning
, fully
engaging everyone in the organisa
tion.
During our coaching sessions, prob

acknowledged, but are used only

lems are

as tools for
learning. Appreciative inquiry take
s the best
and helps make it better by expa
nding people’s
capacity to perform and by channeli
ng their
abilities for the greatest impact.
Our sessions are a shared experien
ce between
the coach and the client. Together
, the coach
and the client collaborate to build
a design for
the future, develop strategies, and
construct
supporting actions for success. By
intensely
listening, asking unconditionally
positive
questions, and offering sincere enco
uragement,
the coach facilitates the process
for the
client to unearth their own answers
and to
take responsibility for acting on them
.
By increasing the client’s self-aw
areness,
they will understand how to better
employ
their strengths. Appreciative inqu
iry is the
truest form of empowerment.

Graduate and

Apprenticeship Workshops
Let’s Get Engaged... But We’ve Only Just Met!
Starting a new job can
be

terrifying, especially if

it’s your first “proper”

Meet the rest of

the team
Call us on: 01383 621 648

job.

But fresh new people
bring fresh new ideas
so now is the perfect tim
are achieving those hi
e to ensure you
gh levels of engagemen
t
ne
ed
ed
to get the best from yo
employees in the future
ur new
. With competition so hi
gh
be
tw
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ent
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this fun, memorable co
in such a way that it ca
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nce or be built in to an
existing graduate/app
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Emma Hazley
Corporate Business Development Manager
emma@treeof.com

Beth Davidson
Education Business
Dougie Clark

Lindsay Wrapson

Director

Marketing Coordinator

Opportunity to build stronger relationships

Alan Burton

Carly Stewart

Development of a positive growth mindset

Director

Sales Administrator

Benefits

Understanding organisations vision and values
Inspired, motivated and empowered employees
Improved productivity, morale, staff retention and quality of service

Development
Executive

Daryl McKinley
Speaker

Jackie MacLean
Education Business
Development

Ian Noble

Executive

Speaker

Colin Douglas
Speaker

SHINE

“We make a living
by
what we get, but
we make a life by
what we give.”
Winston Churchill.

Warning. Please read this book at your own risk.
The ideas described herein may be
hazardous or even
fatal to your ego. Your desire to ‘loo
k good’, ‘to be right’
and ‘to prove your self-worth’ ma
y dissolve. There will be
a striking reduction in conflict in
your relationships.
You may put the past back in the
past and start living
more fully in the present.
There are also a series of side-effec
ts. The lifting of the
weight of the world from your sho
ulders will result in a
spring in your step and, beware,
when you breeze into work
with a genuine smile, people will
be saying nice things
about you behind your back. You
will feel significantly
happier, with frequent outbursts
of joy. In extreme cases,
you may even fall ‘head over heels’
in love with life.
If you grasp the principles at a dee
p level, you will feel
so amazing that the SHINE leaks
out of you and ‘infects’
those around you.

Rediscovering yo
ur en
happiness & purp ergy,
ose

ANDY COPE & Gavin Oattes

opportunityisnowhere
What do you see?...

. You will
You have been warned
see a doctor
probably never need to
riously
again. This book will se
e lives of
change your life and th
those around you.
It’s time to #SHINE
Book available March 2018,
you can pre-order your copy
NOW on amazon!

tok

Unit 4 Halbeath Business Park, Kingseat Road, Dunfermline, KY11 8RY
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